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Introduction

Currency transactions, which prior to

the market disruption of 2008 were among

the least regulated transactions in the U.S.

financial markets, are now highly regu-

lated and are subject to one of the most

complex regulatory regimes. The Dodd-

Frank Wall Street Transparency and Ac-

countability Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank”)1

made substantial changes to the Commod-

ity Exchange Act (“CEA”) relating to cur-

rency trading, some of which are still be-

ing implemented and defined. The current

regulatory architecture imposes different

requirements on currency transactions

depending upon factors including: the

type of product being traded; whether the

transaction is physically or cash-settled;

the type of person trading the product (i.e.,

whether institutional or retail investors are

the counterparties);2 and whether the in-

strument is traded on a securities or futures

exchange or in the over-the-counter

(“OTC”) market.3

Notwithstanding the broad reach of the

current U.S. regulatory regime governing

foreign exchange, there are still issues that

are open to interpretation. For example,

language in regulatory releases suggests

that there is uncertainty about whether a

physically-settled currency contract4

could be recharacterized as a swap if it is

settled through an offsetting physically-

settled contract rather than an exchange of

the designated currencies. Such a charac-

terization would result in substantially dif-

ferent regulatory and operational treat-

ment, including with respect to mandatory

clearing, margin, trade execution on a

designated contract market (“DCM”) or

swap execution facility (“SEF”) and re-

porting requirements.5 There is also uncer-

tainty with respect to the applicability and

scope of margin requirements as a result

of a supervisory policy issued by the

Board of Governors of the Federal Re-

serve System (“Federal Reserve”) that

suggests that banking institutions under

the supervision of the Federal Reserve,

which includes the largest foreign ex-

change dealers, may be expected to post

and collect variation margin in connection

with OTC physically-settled foreign ex-

change derivatives, even though such

products are otherwise excepted from the

margin requirements under Dodd-Frank

as a result of the determination made by

the U.S. Department of the Treasury (the

“Treasury”).6 There also continue to be ar-

eas of uncertainty in the retail context. For

example, under the current guidance, it is
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not clear how an OTC transaction with a retail

investor should be treated at unwind if that inves-

tor has, since the trade commenced, attained

institutional status by qualifying as an ECP. We

discuss each of the issues in greater detail in Sec-

tion III of this article.

Most foreign exchange and currency transac-

tions (“Currency Transactions”) conducted in the

U.S. market are subject to the CEA and the rules

of the CFTC and the National Futures Associa-

tion (“NFA”). Other financial regulators, such as

the federal banking regulators and the SEC, also

play a significant role. This article provides an

overview of the history of the regulation of Cur-

rency Transactions in the United States, includ-

ing the patterns of bad conduct and aberrations in

that market that have led to the increase in

regulation. We summarize below the existing

regulatory framework and focus on the regula-

tion of both retail and institutional OTC Currency

Transactions by the CFTC. In terms of the scope

of Currency Transactions discussed in this article,

we consider: (i) swaps and options on foreign

exchange, including non-deliverable forwards

(“NDFs”), which are primarily traded in the OTC

market between ECPs but which Dodd-Frank

contemplates migrating to trading on a DCM or

SEF and being subject to central clearing through

a derivatives clearing organization (“DCO”) if

the transactions become sufficiently commod-

itized; (ii) physically-settled currency forwards

defined as “foreign exchange forwards” under the

CEA7 (“Currency Forwards”) and physically-

settled foreign exchange swaps defined as “for-

eign exchange swaps” under the CEA

(“Physically-Settled FX Swaps”)8 traded be-

tween ECPs; (iii) spot transactions that result in

an exchange of currencies within two days;9 and

(iv) off-exchange Currency Transactions entered

into with persons who are not ECPs and that are

regulated pursuant to CEA Sections 2(c)(2)(B),

(C) and (E), which we refer to as “Retail Forex.”10

We do not discuss regulation of (i) currency op-

tions traded on regulated securities exchanges,11

which are regulated by the SEC and margined,

traded, cleared and settled in substantially the

same way as U.S. listed securities options,12 or

(ii) currency futures and options on currency

futures, which are regulated, margined, traded,

cleared and settled in substantially the same way

as other U.S. financial futures contracts and op-

tions thereon.

I. History of Foreign Exchange
and Currency Regulation

The regulation of Currency Transactions has

evolved significantly over time as Congress, the

CFTC, NFA and other regulators have attempted

to curb various forms of misconduct and respond

to market disruptions, while still preserving the

liquidity and robustness of the market. The most

comprehensive change to the regulation of Cur-

rency Transactions came in 2010 with the adop-

tion of Dodd-Frank. Under Dodd-Frank, Con-

gress enacted a new regulatory framework for

institutional OTC Currency Transactions (among

other products) entered into between ECPs. This

framework distinguishes between cash-settled

and physically-settled Currency Transactions and

contemplates that physically-settled Currency

Transactions may be eligible for exemption from

many of the regulatory requirements applicable

to cash-settled Currency Transactions that are

fully regulated as “swaps.” Dodd-Frank also

enhanced regulation of Retail Forex by requiring

those regulators that oversee entities conducting

Retail Forex to adopt substantive regulations ap-

plicable to such entities addressing disclosures,
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recordkeeping, capital and margin, reporting,

business conduct, documentation and other re-

quirements deemed to be necessary by such

regulators.13

A. Regulation Prior to Dodd-Frank

Federal regulation of Currency Transactions

dates back to the passage of the Commodity

Futures Trading Commission Act of 1974, which

created the CFTC. When the bill was being

considered, the Treasury expressed concerns that

the CFTC’s jurisdiction as proposed in the bill

would overreach and capture the OTC foreign

currency market, which was characterized by

trading between banks and large institutional

customers and viewed by the Treasury as being

more properly regulated by federal banking

regulators.14 The bill was amended to include

language proposed by the Treasury (the “Trea-

sury Amendment”)15 that excluded from regula-

tion under the CEA specified transactions involv-

ing foreign currency, which were not transactions

“for future delivery conducted on a board of

trade.” The CFTC generally interpreted the Trea-

sury Amendment narrowly to exclude from

CFTC oversight only those Currency Transac-

tions conducted in the OTC market between

banks and other institutional market

participants.16 In the years that followed, the

CFTC bolstered its jurisdiction over retail Cur-

rency Transactions in various interpretive ac-

tions,17 while still recognizing the limits of its

jurisdiction over Currency Transactions in the

institutional OTC market.18 The scope of the

Treasury Amendment was subject to substantial

litigation between 1974 and 2000. Although

courts upheld the CFTC’s jurisdiction over OTC

Currency Transactions in many cases,19 several

key decisions interpreted the exclusion for for-

eign currency transactions in the Treasury

Amendment broadly and significantly limited the

CFTC’s jurisdiction over OTC Currency

Transactions. The debate around the scope of the

Treasury Amendment culminated in a U.S. Su-

preme Court decision in Dunn v. CFTC in 1997.20

In that case, the U.S. Supreme Court held that

OTC foreign currency options were among the

products excluded from CFTC jurisdiction by the

Treasury Amendment, noting that “[t]he legisla-

tive history strongly suggests ... that Congress’

broad purpose in enacting the Treasury Amend-

ment was to provide a general exemption from

CFTC regulation for sophisticated off exchange

foreign currency trading, which had previously

developed entirely free from supervision under

the commodities laws.”21 In an even more sweep-

ing decision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

Ninth Circuit held that the Treasury Amendment

precluded the CFTC’s jurisdiction over OTC

Currency Transactions because the Treasury

Amendment was intended to apply to all OTC

Currency Transactions.22 These judicially-

imposed restrictions on the CFTC’s jurisdiction

impeded the ability of the CFTC to bring enforce-

ment actions against foreign exchange “bucket

shops,” a proliferating group of foreign exchange

dealers that targeted retail investors with fraudu-

lent practices. This situation prompted calls for

Congress to rethink the Treasury Amendment to

provide necessary protections to retail investors.23

In 2000, Congress stepped forward to provide

the CFTC with clearer jurisdiction over Retail

Forex, while also clarifying that OTC institu-

tional transactions remained outside the scope of

CFTC regulation. The Commodity Futures Mod-

ernization Act of 2000 (the “CFMA”)24 required

Retail Forex trades to be conducted through

otherwise regulated entities, including futures
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commission merchants (“FCMs”), affiliated

persons of FCMs satisfying specified recordkeep-

ing requirements, registered broker-dealers, in-

surance companies and banking institutions.25

OTC Currency Transactions between institutional

traders qualifying as ECPs,26 on the other hand,

were largely exempted from CFTC jurisdiction

by the CFMA.27

The period after the adoption of the CFMA

was marked by an increasing number of regula-

tory enforcement actions involving fraudulent

conduct in the Retail Forex market. As of 2005,

the CFTC had brought over 70 cases involving

allegations of misconduct in the Retail Forex

market and had imposed over $240 million in

penalties and claims for restitution.28 The NFA,

which had adopted rules in 2003 applicable to

NFA members who engaged in Retail Forex

transactions29 (often firms that had registered as

FCMs solely for the purpose of engaging in

Retail Forex),30 also brought a number of enforce-

ment actions against Retail Forex dealers alleg-

ing fraudulent conduct.31 The ability of the CFTC

and NFA to combat fraud in the Retail Forex mar-

ket, however, was limited by several aspects of

the CFMA. The CFMA did not provide the CFTC

with rulemaking authority with respect to Retail

Forex, and the CFTC had not exercised its gen-

eral rulemaking authority under Section 8a(5) of

the CEA in this area. Further, because the entities

that were permitted to engage in Retail Forex

transactions included affiliated persons of

FCMs,32 many firms formed “shell FCMs” that

registered as FCMs but engaged in Retail Forex

activities through unregistered affiliates. As a

practical matter, these entities were difficult to

police because they were not subject to a compre-

hensive set of rules governing the Retail Forex

business.

The CFTC’s ability to regulate Retail Forex

was further limited by court decisions that con-

strued the scope of the CFTC’s jurisdiction

narrowly. Notably, in CFTC v. Zelener,33 the U.S.

Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit consid-

ered the applicability of the CEA to foreign

exchange contracts with retail customers that

were documented as “spot” contracts but that

were, in practice, rolled on a continuous basis.

The market referred to these transactions as “roll-

ing spot.” In Zelener, Judge Easterbrook, writing

on behalf of the court, interpreted the provision

in Section 2(c) of the CEA related to Retail Forex

in a limited manner. The court held that the

CFTC’s jurisdiction over Retail Forex under Sec-

tion 2(c) was limited to fungible futures con-

tracts34 and that, although rolling spot transac-

tions provided investors with economic exposure

that was similar to the exposure provided by

futures contracts, the transactions were not fu-

tures contracts, primarily because they were non-

standardized and did not provide the customer

with a right to execute an offsetting contract.35 As

a result, the court held that the CFTC’s jurisdic-

tion over Retail Forex did not include rolling spot

transactions.36

Congress addressed the Zelener decision in

2008 with adoption of the Commodity Futures

Trading Commission Reauthorization Act

(“CRA”).37 The CRA provided the CFTC with

express authority to regulate entities that engage

in rolling spot transactions with non-ECPs. In ad-

dition, the CRA expanded CFTC jurisdiction

over Retail Forex transactions by (i) subjecting

FCM affiliates to CFTC jurisdiction and requir-

ing them to register as retail foreign exchange

dealers (“RFEDs”)38 if they did not fall within

any other regulated entity type listed in CEA Sec-

tion 2(c)(2)(B) and (ii) giving the CFTC jurisdic-
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tion over foreign exchange contracts offered on a

leveraged or margined basis, regardless of

whether the contracts are traded on an exchange

or considered to be a futures contract.39 The CRA

continued to exclude from CFTC jurisdiction

bona fide spot contracts that result in an exchange

of currencies within two days.40

B. Dodd-Frank

In 2010, following the broader financial crisis

of 2008, Dodd-Frank was enacted. Title VII of

Dodd-Frank41 implemented sweeping changes to

the regulation of derivatives by eliminating the

broad exemptions for institutional derivatives

created by the CFMA. The new legislation en-

acted, for the first time, a comprehensive regula-

tory framework for OTC derivatives, including

Currency Transactions. Although the institutional

provisions of Title VII of Dodd-Frank were

motivated primarily by concerns regarding sys-

temic risk caused by OTC derivatives,42 Title VII

included provisions that specifically addressed

Currency Transactions. In the institutional for-

eign exchange market, the regulatory regime set

out in Dodd-Frank distinguishes between cash-

settled and physically-settled Currency

Transactions. The regulations define the institu-

tional market for Currency Transactions as com-

prised of transactions between ECPs. Cash-

settled transactions between ECPs were classified

as “swaps” and made subject to all of the atten-

dant regulatory requirements. Physically-settled

transactions (i.e., Currency Forwards and

Physically-Settled FX Swaps) were made eligible

for an exclusion from full regulation as swaps,

which exclusion was subsequently implemented

by the Treasury.43 Dodd-Frank enhanced the

CFTC’s anti-fraud and anti-manipulation author-

ity over Currency Transactions and derivatives

generally.

In the Retail Forex context, Dodd-Frank

amended the CEA to provide that the group of

entities permitted to engage in Retail Forex

transactions could do so only pursuant to rules

adopted by their federal regulators.44 As a result,

the statute conditioned the ability of an entity to

carry out a Retail Forex business on the adoption

of comprehensive regulations by its federal

regulator(s), many of which had had no experi-

ence regulating Retail Forex. Dodd-Frank also

made changes to the ECP definition related to

Retail Forex, as described below.

C. Other Recent Developments

Since the adoption of Dodd-Frank, enforce-

ment actions and market events have continued

to shape the regulatory environment in both the

retail and institutional markets. In November

2014, the CFTC settled charges against five large

banks for attempted manipulation of global

foreign exchange benchmark rates. The CFTC

found that foreign exchange traders at the five

banks colluded with traders at other banks via

private chat rooms to alter trading positions with

the aim and result of setting benchmark rates in a

way that benefited the traders.45 In the chat

rooms, the currency traders allegedly shared

confidential information regarding client orders,

which provided the traders with a more compre-

hensive view of order flows, and then allegedly

colluded to alter their own currency trading posi-

tions prior to executing client orders in order to

drive the benchmark price up or down at or

around the time of the daily “fix.”46 The CFTC

imposed an aggregate civil penalty of over $1.4

billion on the banks whose traders were found to

be complicit in the wrongdoing and stressed the

culpability of the banks themselves, finding that

they had failed to implement internal controls and
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procedures regarding training and oversight of

the foreign exchange traders. Another group of

banks pleaded guilty in May 2015 to felony

violations of U.S. antitrust laws for similar

manipulative behavior affecting foreign currency

exchange rates.47

Currency Transactions were also a focal point

for pension funds and institutional investors as a

result of fiduciary breach allegations against ma-

jor custodial banks. In the spring of 2015, the

Bank of New York Mellon (“BNYM”) agreed to

settle civil lawsuits and federal investigations in

connection with allegations that the bank had

engaged in fraudulent foreign exchange trading

practices.48 According to the allegations, BNYM

misled institutional customers participating in

BNYM’s “Standing Instruction Program,” which

provided a conversion service in connection with

the purchase or sale of foreign securities, by

representing to customers that they would

achieve execution at the “best rates,” in accor-

dance with “best execution standards,” when in

reality execution was provided at the highest

reported interbank rate of the day (for clients

purchasing foreign currency) or at the lowest

reported interbank rate of the day (for clients sell-

ing foreign currency). BNYM’s practices were

also alleged to be materially misleading because

statements provided to customers did not disclose

how the prices obtained were determined. BNYM

settled the actions for $714 million.

Similar actions were brought against State

Street Bank and Trust Company (“State Street”)

in connection with currency conversion services,

which State Street settled.49 State Street was al-

leged to have misled custodial clients by provid-

ing them with conversions at a spread from the

prevailing interbank rates, contrary to representa-

tions to such clients. Plaintiffs alleged that State

Street traders would execute a transaction for a

client at the actual market exchange rate and then

later mark the rate up or down to benefit the

bank.50 According to the complaints, the monthly

reports provided to custodial clients by State

Street detailed only the marked-up or marked-

down exchange rates entered by State Street’s

electronic system and not the more favorable

rates achieved at the time of the transaction.51 As

part of the settlement, State Street was ordered to

distribute price reports to customers regarding

spot conversions.

The Retail Forex market experienced a major

shock in January 2015 when the Swiss National

Bank ended its policy of capping the Swiss franc

at 1.20 francs per Euro. The change in policy

caused the price of the Swiss franc to increase

almost 30% in value against the Euro52 and

resulted in significant losses to market

participants.53 These events caused NFA to

tighten margin requirements for Retail Forex

transactions involving specified foreign curren-

cies54 and prompted calls for the CFTC to con-

sider increased requirements for Retail Forex.55

The CFTC ultimately approved rule amendments

that (i) increased capital requirements for Retail

Forex dealers registered as Forex Dealer Mem-

bers (“FDMs”),56 (ii) required FDMs to collect

security deposits for off-exchange foreign ex-

change transactions from ECP counterparties in

addition to retail counterparties, (iii) required

FDMs to adopt and implement rigorous risk

management programs, and (iv) required FDMs

to provide additional market disclosures and

firm-specific information on their websites to

permit current and potential counterparties to bet-

ter assess the risks of engaging in off-exchange

FX transactions and conducting business with a
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particular FDM.57 NFA has continued to respond

to volatility in the foreign exchange markets by

changing its minimum security deposit require-

ments for affected currencies.58

In February 2017, the CFTC brought an en-

forcement action against Forex Capital Markets,

LLC (“FXCM”), a registered FCM and RFED

that was previously the largest Retail Forex bro-

ker in the United States,59 and two of its principals

for alleged fraudulent conduct in connection with

FXCM’s Retail Forex platform.60 The CFTC’s

settlement order alleged that FXCM had repre-

sented to customers that it executed customer

trades through its “No Dealing Desk” on strictly

an agency or riskless principal basis through

external market makers, thus eliminating the

conflict of interest resulting from FXCM taking a

principal position opposite its customers. Accord-

ing to the settlement order, however, a significant

number of customer trades were actually exe-

cuted through a related high frequency trading

firm (“HFT Co”) that had been founded by

FXCM. Although HFT Co had been spun off by

FXCM and was owned by a former FXCM em-

ployee rather than FXCM during the period in

question, FXCM and HFT Co maintained a num-

ber of significant ongoing ties, including sharing

employees. FXCM also provided HFT Co with

priority order routing, and HFT Co made order

flow payments to FXCM that were found to be

profit-sharing payments related to HFT Co’s exe-

cution of trades in respect to FXCM’s customers.

The CFTC alleged that FXCM misled customers

as well as NFA examination staff about this rela-

tionship with HFT Co. The CFTC found that

FXCM violated Section 4b(a)(2) of the CEA and

CFTC Rule 5.2(b) and that both FXCM and the

two principals violated Section 9(a)(4) of the

CEA. FXCM and the two principals were fined

$7 million and were permanently barred from

acting in any capacity requiring registration with

the CFTC or exemption from registration or as-

sociating with any firm registered with the CFTC

or exempt from registration with the CFTC.

The CFTC, other regulators and prosecutors

continue to bring actions against participants in

both the retail and institutional markets.61

The Bank for International Settlement (“BIS”),

an organization of 60 central banks, is in the pro-

cess of finalizing a Global Code of Conduct for

the foreign exchange market that is intended to

promote integrity and effective functioning of the

foreign exchange market. BIS published an initial

draft of the Global Code of Conduct in 2016 that

set forth standards regarding ethics, governance,

information sharing, execution, risk management

and compliance and confirmation and settlement

processes. The Global Code of Conduct will be a

voluntary code and will not have the force of

regulation, but BIS and the working group re-

sponsible for the Code are working to promote

widespread adoption of the Code, including

among buyside firms, sellside firms and other

foreign exchange market participants.62 Although

BIS is expected to finalize the Global Code of

Conduct in May 2017, it remains to be seen how

quickly and broadly the Code will be adopted.

II. Current State of the Regulation
of OTC Currency Transactions

A. Currency Transactions
Regulated as Swaps

Dodd-Frank established a comprehensive

regulatory regime for those derivatives that fall

within the definition of “swap” under Section

1a(47) of the CEA. The definition of “swap” is

broad and includes most OTC Currency Transac-
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tions other than spot transactions. The following

Currency Transactions would be included in the

definition when executed between ECPs:

E NDFs. An NDF is a forward contract in

foreign exchange63 that is settled through a

net payment of a single currency at matu-

rity (in contrast to a Currency Forward,

which is settled through an exchange of two

currencies at maturity).64 The CFTC and

SEC (which share rulemaking authority

over the swap definition) have classified

NDFs as swaps.65 Several industry associa-

tions petitioned the CFTC to provide relief

under CEA Section 4(c) to permit NDFs to

be regulated as Currency Forwards66 argu-

ing that they are economically equivalent

to Currency Forwards and are often used

by market participants for transactions

involving currencies that are restricted from

delivery. To date, the CFTC has not re-

sponded to the petition.

E Foreign Currency Options. The swap defi-

nition includes any agreement, contract, or

transaction that “is a put, call, cap, floor,

collar, or similar option of any kind that is

for the purchase or sale, or based on the

value of, 1 or more . . . currencies.” Thus,

foreign currency options (but not foreign

currency options traded on a securities

exchange), fall within the swap definition

and have been interpreted by the CFTC and

SEC to constitute “swaps.”67

E Currency Swaps and Cross-Currency

Swaps. Currency swaps and cross-currency

swaps can generally be described as swaps

in which the fixed legs or floating legs

based on various interest rates are ex-

changed in different currencies.68 Currency

swaps are expressly included within the

statutory swap definition.69

E Window forwards. A foreign exchange

window forward (also called “window FX

forward,” or “window contract”) is a con-

tract that counterparties enter into to physi-

cally exchange two currencies at a price

agreed upon upfront on one or more dates

during an agreed time period (“window”).

These contracts involve the exchange of

currency on one or more dates within the

window.70 The optionality as to the timing

of the delivery of the currency means that

foreign exchange window forwards gener-

ally do not constitute “foreign exchange

forwards” under the CEA (defined as “Cur-

rency Forwards” in this article),71 which are

exempt from the swap definition.72

Currency Transactions that fall within the

swap definition (“Currency Swap Transactions”)

are subject to the full range of transactional

requirements applicable to swaps, if no exclusion

or exemption is available, including: (i) manda-

tory clearing (if designated for clearing),73 (ii)

mandatory execution on a SEF or DCM (if desig-

nated for clearing and made available for trading

on a SEF or DCM),74 (iii) reporting, including

public real-time reporting, of swaps to swap data

repositories (“SDRs”),75 (iv) margin require-

ments for uncleared swaps,76 (v) business conduct

standards77 and swap trading documentation re-

quirements78 for swap dealers and major swap

participants,79 and (vi) recordkeeping

requirements.80 Counterparties that are not ECPs

are prohibited from entering into Currency Swap

Transactions,81 unless those transactions are

entered into on or subject to the rules of a DCM
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or can be executed in accordance with the Retail

Forex rules.

From an operational and cost perspective, the

most significant requirements imposed by Dodd-

Frank are the clearing, trade execution, and

margin requirements. While the CFTC has imple-

mented clearing requirements for a number of

interest rate swaps and index credit default swaps,

no foreign exchange or currency products are

currently subject to mandatory clearing or to the

trading requirement. The CFTC staff has, as

recently as October 2014, considered issuing a

clearing determination applicable to NDFs.82

However, the CFTC has not yet taken action on

such a proposal.83

Notwithstanding the lack of a regulatory man-

date, market participants have been voluntarily

clearing some currency products.84 Some of the

contracts are also voluntarily traded on SEFs or

DCMs.85 Market participants that trade on a

DCM or SEF on a voluntary basis are subject to

the rules and jurisdiction of the applicable DCM

or SEF.

Swap dealers that enter into uncleared Cur-

rency Swap Transactions are subject to the un-

cleared swap margin rules adopted by the CFTC

or federal prudential regulators, as applicable.

The margin regulations require swap dealers to

post and collect margin for swaps with financial

end users, such as funds, although swap dealers

are generally not required to post or collect varia-

tion margin for swaps with non-financial end us-

ers86 or entities eligible for an exception from

clearing.87 As a result, financial end users that

trade with such swap dealers are also generally

required to post and collect margin on their Cur-

rency Swap Transactions. These margin require-

ments are being phased in. Initial margin require-

ments for swaps between registered swap dealers

and financial end users whose swap exposures

exceed applicable thresholds are being phased in

from September 2016 through September 1,

2020. Variation margin requirements for swaps

between registered swap dealers and financial

end users went into effect on March 1, 2017.88

The CFTC issued limited relief from compliance

with these variation margin requirements until

September 1, 2017, subject to a swap dealer us-

ing best efforts to implement compliance and

other conditions.89 Separately, the applicable

federal prudential regulators provided guidance

indicating that swap dealers subject to their

supervision must comply with the variation

margin requirements as of March 1, 2017 for

counterparties that present significant exposures

and, with respect to other counterparties, must

undertake good faith efforts to comply with the

requirements as soon as possible, and in no case

later than September 1, 2017.90

The business conduct standards and swap trad-

ing documentation rules under Dodd-Frank ap-

ply only to swap dealers. However, these rules

indirectly affect other market participants that

trade Currency Swap Transactions, as swap deal-

ers generally require their counterparties to enter

into agreements and protocols, such as the Dodd-

Frank protocols published by the International

Swaps and Derivatives Association (“ISDA”), in

order to facilitate compliance by the dealers with

the rules. The swap trading documentation rules

require swap dealers that enter into Currency

Swap Transactions to document such transactions

under written relationship documentation, such

as the ISDA Master Agreement, that meet the

requirements of those rules.91 Prior to Dodd-

Frank, many Currency Transactions were not
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documented under master relationship

documentation.92

B. Currency Forwards and
Physically-Settled FX Swaps

The swap definition includes an exclusion for

Currency Forwards and Physically-Settled FX

Swaps from a number of the regulatory require-

ments for swaps93 that was implemented by the

Treasury Determination in 2012.94 As a result,

Currency Forwards, which involve the exchange

of currencies on a specific future date at an agreed

rate,95 and Physically-Settled FX Swaps, which

involve an exchange of two different currencies

on a specific date, at a fixed rate and a reverse

exchange of the two currencies at a later date at a

fixed rate, are not subject to the clearing, trading

and margin requirements otherwise applicable to

swaps under Dodd-Frank. Currency Forwards

and Physically-Settled FX Swaps are, however,

subject to (i) the business conduct standards96 and

swap trading documentation rules97 for swap

dealers and major swap participants, (ii) the SDR

reporting requirements (but not the real-time

reporting requirements),98 and (iii) with respect

to Currency Forwards and Physically-Settled FX

Swaps listed and traded on or subject to the rules

of a DCM or SEF, or cleared by a DCO, those

provisions of the CEA and Dodd-Frank prohibit-

ing fraud or manipulation.99

Because Currency Forwards and Physically-

Settled FX Swaps are subject to the business

conduct standards, swap trading documentation

rules, and most of the reporting requirements for

swaps, market participants that trade Currency

Forwards and Physically-Settled FX Swaps with

registered swap dealers are required to complete

the same documentation that is required for mar-

ket participants trading swaps, including ISDA

Master Agreements and the ISDA Dodd-Frank

protocols. A significant benefit to trading Cur-

rency Forwards and Physically-Settled FX

Swaps, however, is that these transactions were

exempted, through the Treasury Determina-

tion,100 from the margin requirements for swaps

adopted by the CFTC and prudential

regulators.101 A supervisory letter issued by the

Federal Reserve in 2013, however, could be

interpreted multiple ways, which creates ambi-

guity regarding applicability of the margin

requirements.102 The letter suggests that banks

subject to the Federal Reserve’s jurisdiction

should collect and post variation margin on

physically-settled foreign exchange transactions

with “financial institution” counterparties. The

term “financial institution,” however, is not

specifically defined in the letter. As a result, the

application of the guidance remains unclear.

C. Investment Funds

The ECP definition, as amended by Dodd-

Frank, provides that a commodity pool that enters

into OTC Currency Transactions described in the

Retail Forex rules103 (an “FX Pool”) is not an

ECP for the purposes of such transactions if the

FX Pool has one or more investors that are not

ECPs.104 This look-through requirement could

have had the disruptive effect of subjecting many

investment funds, which generally do not screen

investors for ECP status, to the Retail Forex

rules.105 However, the CFTC adopted a safe

harbor from the look-through requirement that

has provided important relief to the currency

markets. The safe harbor exempts from the look-

through requirement an FX Pool that (i) was not

formed for the purpose of evading the Retail

Forex requirements under the CEA or any related

CFTC rules, regulations or orders, (ii) has total
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assets exceeding $10 million and (iii) was formed

and is operated by a registered commodity pool

operator (“CPO”) or by a CPO that is exempt

from registration under CFTC Rule 4.13(a)(3).106

The CFTC also indicated that the look-through

rule does not apply to investors that are them-

selves investment funds.107

D. Spot Transactions

The CFTC has indicated that a bona fide spot

transaction that is settled through delivery of the

relevant currencies within two business days is

not a swap or Currency Forward.108 A Currency

Transaction with a longer settlement period

concluding with the actual delivery of the rele-

vant currencies may also be considered a bona

fide spot transaction if it is settled on the custom-

ary timeline of the relevant spot market.109 The

CFTC and SEC have stated that they will con-

sider securities conversion transactions110 to be

bona fide spot transactions,111 which are gener-

ally exempt from regulation.112 Although the

CFTC does not have substantive regulatory juris-

diction over spot transactions, the CFTC has anti-

manipulation authority that would be applicable

to spot transactions because it covers the manipu-

lation of “any commodity in interstate

commerce.”113 The cases against the custodial

banks regarding their spot mark-up practices

should also serve as a warning that, although spot

transactions are not subject to direct substantive

regulations, they do not fall outside of regulation

for fraud.

E. Retail Forex

Retail Forex transactions are defined under the

CEA and regulators’ Retail Forex rules to consist

of any account, agreement, contract or transac-

tion in foreign currency that is entered into by a

permitted counterparty with a person that is not

an ECP and that is (i) a contract of sale of a com-

modity for future delivery (or an option on such

contract) or an option that is not executed or

traded on a securities exchange,114 or (ii) offered

on a leveraged, margined or financed basis.115

Retail Forex transactions exclude (i) spot transac-

tions that result in actual delivery within two

days,116 (ii) forward-like contracts that create an

enforceable obligation to make or take delivery,117

(iii) options that are executed or traded on a secu-

rities exchange,118 and (iv) securities conversion

transactions.119

The CEA provides that only registered FCMs

and RFEDs, registered broker-dealers, and bank-

ing entities are permitted to engage in Retail

Forex transactions, and they may only do so pur-

suant to rules adopted by their applicable federal

regulator.120 The CFTC has adopted Retail Forex

rules that apply to registered FCMs (but not

FCMs that are dually registered as broker-

dealers) and RFEDs,121 and the FDIC,122 OCC,123

and the Federal Reserve124 have adopted Retail

Forex rules that apply to banking entities. Nota-

bly, the SEC had adopted interim rules that

permitted registered broker-dealers to engage in

Retail Forex transactions,125 but the SEC allowed

those rules to expire as of July 31, 2016,126 after

previously expressing concerns about the risks

associated with Retail Forex.127 As a result, Retail

Forex may not be offered through broker-dealers

(including broker-dealers dually registered as

FCMs).

The Retail Forex rules adopted by the CFTC

and banking regulators are not identical, but both

sets of regulations establish requirements regard-

ing disclosure,128 margin,129 statements and

confirmations.130 The regulations also include
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anti-fraud provisions.131 FCMs and RFEDs that

enter into Retail Forex transactions are regulated

by NFA as FDMs and are subject to NFA’s Retail

Forex rules.132

F. Anti-Fraud and Anti-Manipulation

While the substantive regulation of Currency

Transactions differs depending upon the product,

the CFTC’s anti-fraud and anti-manipulation

authority under the CEA generally applies

broadly across products regulated by the CFTC,

including futures contracts, swaps and Retail

Forex transactions. The CFTC’s anti-fraud and

anti-manipulation authority also potentially

extends to products that otherwise do not fall

within the CFTC’s rulemaking authority, includ-

ing potentially to Currency Transactions that are

not substantively regulated, such as spot

transactions.

The CEA contains a number of anti-fraud and

anti-manipulation provisions that may be applied

to Currency Transactions. Section 4b of the CEA

is a broad anti-fraud provision that makes it

unlawful for a party to a futures contract or swap

to cheat or defraud, make false reports or state-

ments to, or willfully deceive, such person’s

counterparty (or attempt any of the foregoing).133

Section 2(c)(2)(C)(iv) of the CEA extends this

anti-fraud authority under Section 4b to lever-

aged Retail Forex transactions (including rolling

spot transactions), regardless of whether they

qualify as futures contracts.134 Section 4c of the

CEA proscribes various forms of fraudulent and

manipulative activity. Section 4c(a)(2) applies to

any futures contract (or option on a futures

contract) or swap and prohibits wash sales, ficti-

tious sales and transactions resulting in false

price reporting.135 Section 4c(a)(5) prevents any

person from engaging in trading or other conduct

on or subject to the rules of a registered entity (a

SEF or DCM) that violates bids or offers, inten-

tionally or recklessly disregards orderly execu-

tion of transactions during the closing period, or

would be considered “spoofing” (bidding or of-

fering with an intent to cancel prior to

execution).136 Section 4c(a)(7) makes it unlawful

for any person to knowingly or recklessly enter

into a swap where such person’s counterparty

will use the swap to defraud a third party.137 Sec-

tion 9(a)(2) of the CEA provides that any manipu-

lation or attempted manipulation of the price of

any swap or any commodity in interstate com-

merce, or for future delivery on or subject to the

rules of any registered entity, is a felony punish-

able by up to $1,000,000 in fines and/or ten years

imprisonment, along with the costs of

prosecution.138

Section 753 of Dodd-Frank further expanded

the CFTC’s anti-fraud and anti-manipulation

authority by amending Section 6(c) of the CEA.

New CEA Section 6(c)(1) and CFTC Rule 180.1

(which was adopted pursuant to Section

6(c)(1))139 prohibits various forms of fraudulent

and manipulative conduct and, significantly, ap-

plies to conduct that is merely “reckless,” which

is lower than the scienter standard under Section

9(a)(2).140 Section 6(c)(1) and Rule 180.1 also

have a broad reach to “all manipulative or decep-

tive conduct in connection with the purchase,

sale, solicitation, execution, pendency, or termi-

nation of any swap, or contract of sale of any

commodity in interstate commerce, or for future

delivery on or subject to the rules of any regis-

tered entity.”141 New Section 6(c)(3) of the CEA

and CFTC Rule 180.2 (which was adopted pur-

suant to Section 6(c)(3)) prohibit the manipula-

tion, or attempted manipulation, of the price of

any swap, or contract of sale of any commodity
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in interstate commerce, or for future delivery on

or subject to the rules of any registered entity.

CEA Section 6(c)(3) and CFTC Rule 180.2 do

not require proof of fraud, but do require proof of

specific intent to manipulate, whether directly or

indirectly.142 The CEA and the CFTC’s rules do

not define manipulation, but courts have gener-

ally utilized the following four-prong test for

establishing manipulation: (i) the accused had the

ability to influence market prices; (ii) the accused

specifically intended to create or effect a price or

prices trend that does not reflect legitimate

sources of supply and demand; (iii) artificial

prices existed; and (iv) the accused caused the

artificial prices.143 Although the CFTC has gener-

ally acknowledged the validity of this test,144 in a

recent case in which a defendant had acknowl-

edged engaging in conduct with an intent to af-

fect market prices, the CFTC moved for sum-

mary judgment on the basis that manipulation

could be established merely by the “intent to af-

fect market prices.”145 The court ultimately re-

jected the CFTC’s motion for summary judgment

and upheld the four-prong test, stating that there

is “no manipulation without intent to cause

artificial prices.”146

The broad provisions in CEA Sections 6(c)(1)

and 6(c)(3) and CFTC Rules 180.1 and 180.2 ap-

ply to fraudulent conduct that is in connection

with or that attempts to manipulate the price of

any “commodity in interstate commerce,” and

arguably provide the CFTC with enforcement

authority over otherwise unregulated Currency

Transactions. This authority may extend to spot

transactions, for example, depending on the cir-

cumstances of the relevant conduct.

III. Current Issues

A. Treatment of Offsetting
Currency Forwards

The current regulatory framework distin-

guishes between NDFs and Currency Forwards,

with the former being subject to full regulation as

“swaps” and the latter being subject to lighter

regulation. While this distinction has been in

place for several years, there continues to be

uncertainty regarding whether transactions that

are documented as Currency Forwards could be

recharacterized as swaps because they are settled

through entry into an offsetting Currency For-

ward or spot transaction.147 In many cases, offset-

ting transactions provide the most efficient way

to close out a Currency Forward. If these offset-

ting transactions were to cause the Currency

Forwards to be deemed to be “cash-settled,” then

the Currency Transactions could be deemed to be

swaps and the counterparties could be found to

have failed to comply with the requirements ap-

plicable to swaps.

Regulatory guidance regarding characteriza-

tion of offsetting Currency Transactions is

ambiguous. The Swap Adopting Release states

that transactions that are initially “styled as or

intended to be” Currency Forwards but are subse-

quently “modified” to be settled in a single refer-

ence currency will be treated as swaps, and this

language could be read to say that reliance on an

offsetting transaction to settle a Currency For-

ward causes the transaction to become a swap.148

Another reading of this language is that it is

limited to situations in which the terms of a trans-

action itself are modified (e.g., the written confir-

mation of a Currency Forward is amended to

provide for cash settlement) and does not apply

to situations in which parties execute a separate
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offsetting transaction (e.g., execute a separate

written confirmation for a new Currency

Forward). Guidance from the CFTC in the con-

text of commodity forwards could support the

reading that the execution of an offsetting Cur-

rency Forward does not result in recharacteriza-

tion of the Currency Forward as a swap. Specifi-

cally, the CFTC has interpreted the exclusion

from regulation as a futures contract applicable

to nonfinancial commodity forwards to apply to

contracts that allow the parties to “book-out” the

forward to avoid delivery.149 Although the exclu-

sion depends, among other factors, on the par-

ties’ intention to make and accept physical deliv-

ery, in the context of nonfinancial forwards, the

CFTC reasoned that the forward exclusion should

still apply to contracts having a “book-out”

feature because no party would be under any

obligation to execute a book-out and each party

could unilaterally require settlement through

physical delivery.150 In the Swap Adopting Re-

lease, the CFTC indicated that this guidance

would apply to forwards in all nonfinancial

commodities.151 Although the CFTC did not

extend the guidance to financial derivatives, the

underlying rationale—that a transaction should

not be recharacterized because of a subsequent

action that the parties are not obligated to take—

arguably applies equally to offsetting Currency

Forwards.

B. Margin Requirements for
Physically-Settled Foreign
Exchange Products

Although the uncleared swap margin rules

adopted by the CFTC and the prudential regula-

tors do not apply to Currency Forwards and

Physically-Settled FX Swaps,152 in 2013, the

Federal Reserve issued a Supervision and Regu-

lation Letter (“SR 13-24”),153 which incorporated

guidelines issued by the Basel Committee on

Banking Supervision (the “BCBS Guidelines”).

The BCBS Guidelines apply to “banking institu-

tions”154 and provide for collection and posting

of variation margin on physically-settled foreign

exchange transactions155 with “financial institu-

tions and systemically important non-financial

entities.”156 Because the largest swap dealers are

generally subject to the Federal Reserve’s juris-

diction, it is possible that SR 13-24 could be

interpreted to negate the plain language in the

swap margin regulations that excludes Currency

Forwards and Physically-Settled FX Swaps.

Given that variation margin has historically not

been collected on many Currency Forwards and

Physically-Settled FX Swaps, if SR 13-24 were

applied as a regulatory requirement (notwith-

standing that the guidance was not subjected to

notice and comments), the application could cre-

ate material operational and financial obligations

for both dealers and end users that are deemed to

be “financial institutions” for purposes of the

guidance. SR 13-24 and the BCBS Guidelines

also state that spot transactions fall under the

guidance.

SR 13-24 has also been a source of confusion

among both banking institutions and their non-

bank counterparties because of the lack of formal

guidance provided by the Federal Reserve regard-

ing the scope or details of the margin

requirements. It is unclear why the Federal Re-

serve adopted these requirements through a

Supervision and Regulation Letter rather than a

formal rulemaking, particularly given that it

adopted detailed margin rules for other

derivatives. Among the details that are addressed

specifically in the Prudential Regulator Margin

Rules but that are left unanswered in SR 13-24
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are: (i) the definition of the term “financial insti-

tutions,” with whom the banking institutions are

required to post and collect variation margin,157

(ii) the minimum transfer amount that will apply

to margin transfers,158 (iii) the types of collateral

that are permitted as variation margin, and what

haircuts may apply to such collateral,159 and (iv)

the effective date of the requirements.

C. Shifting ECP Status

As discussed above, Currency Transactions

entered into with non-ECPs are subject to the

Retail Forex rules, and Currency Transactions be-

tween ECPs are subject to the swap rules unless,

in either case, the applicable transaction is ex-

cluded from regulation. There are several prongs

of the ECP definition through which a person can

qualify as an ECP; however, a natural person

(other than floor brokers or associated persons of

broker-dealers) will qualify as an ECP only if he

or she has assets invested on a discretionary basis

in excess of $10,000,000, or in excess of

$5,000,000 if he or she is using the transactions

to manage risk associated with his or her assets

or liabilities.160 Because ECP status generally

depends upon the amount of a person’s assets, a

person’s status can shift over time, and a financial

institution transacting with such a person would

be required to change which rules they are com-

plying with depending on the person’s ECP

status. Due to the significant differences between

the requirements of the rules applicable to Retail

Forex transactions and those applicable to swaps,

financial institutions use different systems, docu-

mentation and legal entities to comply with the

two sets of rules. Retail Forex transactions are

generally executed on separate platforms, pursu-

ant to separate documentation and customer

reporting and different margining systems from

Currency Transactions conducted with ECPs

(including swap transactions). Thus, there are

significant legal and operational obstacles to

switching between compliance with the two dif-

ferent rule sets. Further, if a dealer entered into a

Currency Transaction with a person when the

person was an ECP, but that person later became

a retail investor, there is uncertainty as to whether

or how the dealer could subsequently amend or

close out that transaction. While the CFTC has

confirmed that a party’s ECP status only needs to

be confirmed prior the execution of a swap and

not throughout the life of the swap,161 the CFTC

has not specifically addressed whether the close

out or amendment of a swap could be deemed to

be a new “swap” that requires both parties to be

ECPs at the time of such close out or

amendment.162

Some market participants have suggested that

a financial institution should have the right to

opt-in to the Retail Forex rules rather than the

swaps rules for transactions with ECPs.163 On this

point, the Federal Reserve has indicated that a

banking institution subject to its jurisdiction may

comply with its Retail Forex rules when transact-

ing with a Retail Forex customer who later be-

comes an ECP,164 but the CFTC has not provided

additional guidance on this point.

Conclusion

The regulation of Currency Transactions is one

of the most nuanced areas of financial regulation

and has evolved substantially in recent years.

Given continued instances of abuses in currency

trading, including claims of undisclosed markups

by custodial banks, large-scale losses by retail

investors and retail currency trading firms, and

manipulation of exchange rates, it would seem

likely that, notwithstanding the new administra-
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tion’s potential focus on paring back unwieldy

regulation, Currency Transactions will remain

subject to significant regulatory oversight in the

United States. We also believe, however, that

there are useful areas within the current frame-

work of regulations, which we have highlighted

in this article, that could be rationalized in order

to provide greater certainty to the currency

markets.
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